Thesis Statements and Concept Maps
Concept maps are one way of developing your thinking on a topic. They are not the only way to
do this but they have the advantage of being both visual and verbal, and of encouraging you to
link together related thoughts and ideas. They can be a good way to get started by getting some
thoughts down on paper very quickly.
Identifying your main focus
Starting with a general topic, write the topic or theme in the center of the diagram (below, see the
topic “College Drinking”.)
Next think of as many related ideas as possible. You may need to read a small amount of
background information to be able to complete this section. This is an open-ended, freewheeling part of the exercise, so try not to judge your results or rule ideas out. Just get them all
down (you’ll sift through them later.)
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Using one of the related topics used in the concept map on page 1, we’ll use this second
concept map to fill in detail and to think in-depth about the related topic. Including a
definition of your topic is crucial. Note that keeping the main topic you started with
connected to your related topic reminds you to keep the topic you are developing related in
some way to the starting point.

Definition/Background:
More than 5 drinks per
night for men
More than 4 drinks per
night for women

Main topic:
College Drinking

Your Experience
With This Topic:
Not enough alcohol-free
alternatives
Legal drinking age of 21
leads to more drinking
because of “mystique”
Students just looking for
a release from stress

Related topic:
Binge Drinking
Cause(s) of
controversy or problem:
Part of college
culture
Bars and liquor
stores close to
campus
Alcohol
promotions,
happy hours, etc.
Administrators
condone
drinking

Effects:

Other Thoughts:

Harvard study: 4
of 5
fraternity/sorority
residents binge
Administrators
fear punishing
frats because of
alumni donors
Little change in
drinking patterns
since 1994

Solutions:
Education
campaigns
Ban in residence
halls, fraternities,
sororities
Ban ads at sport
events
Punish disruptive
behavior
More alcohol-free
alternatives

Rise in alcoholrelated deaths on
campuses
More drunk driving,
academic problems
Binge drinkers cause
harm to nonbingers
by their actions
Colleges sued by
families

Source: Faigley, Lester. Good Reasons: Designing and Writing Effective Arguments. 2nd Ed.
New York: Longman, 2003. ON RESERVE under INFS 1000.
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